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Wera is sitting in the screwdriving time machine 

Turn on the Turbo!  
 
Wuppertal. The Tool Rebels from Wera had it in their heads to develop a 

screwdriver with almost unbelievable speed, which works very precisely and 

- at the end - also enables powerful screwdriving. 

A part time universal gear is the solution: integrated in the handle of the 
new Kraftform Turbo screwdriver; it quadruples the working speed!!! 
 
The Kraftform Turbo accelerates screwdriving in a purely mechanical way - 
without electricity.  
 
The turbo function can either be switched on or off by pressing a button.  
Turning it off is recommended for fine adjustment and final tightening or 
loosening of a high torque screw.  
The robust steel design of the planetary gear unit is maintenance-free and 
ensures a long product life.  
 
Thanks to the Rapidaptor bit holder, the Kraftform Turbo can be used with 
all conventional 1/4" hexagon bits for a wide variety of screw profiles.  
 
With the Rapidaptor function the bits can be inserted directly and can be 
easily removed by pushing the sleeve forward - allowing 
single hand operation.  
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In the version for electricians, the Kraftform Turbo and the individually 
tested Wera VDE interchangeable blades guarantee fast and safe working 
even under tension. 
 

More information:  
Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Korzerter Straße 21-25, 42349 Wuppertal / Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 0, Fax: +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 276 
E-Mail: info@wera.de, Internet: www.wera.de 
 

TECHNO PRESS 
  

http://www.wera.de/
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Captions: 
 

01_Wera_Kraftform-Turbo_Anwendung 

 
With the new Kraftform Turbo from Wera, screwdriving operations can be 
carried out considerably faster - and all without electricity. 
 
02_Wera_Kraftform-Turbo_Getriebe 

 
The Kraftform Turbo screwdriver is equipped with a planetary gear that can 
be switched on or off at the touch of a button. 
 
03_Wera_Kraftform-Turbo_Übersetzung 

 
The transmission in the power form Turbo increases the working speed four 
times. One turn of the handle triggers four turns of the blade. 
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04_Wera_Kraftform-Turbo_Elektro  

    
The version for electricians in connection with VDE interchangeable blades 
allows fast and safe working even under voltage. 
 
Photos: Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
 

 

Contact for the press:  
Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Detlef Seyfarth 
Korzerter Straße 21-25 
42349 Wuppertal / Germany 
Telefon:  +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 0 
Fax:        +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 276 
E-Mail:    info@wera.de 
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